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Abstract: Poetry is the medium to unfold the untold tragedies of the poets who weave his or her personal 
sufferings in words indirectly. When a poet wants to communicates he/she generalizes the personal suffering 
which is compacted lay in his/her hearts. Through the writings the poets sometimes brings revolutionary 
ideals in the readers. The present paper is based on the generalization of the personal problems of the two 
Odia poets: Debajani Tripathi and Jachindra Rout, who write to reveal their own suffering from the 
despondent love.  
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Love is the central theme of poetry. Poetry owes its 
origin from true love. The love materialized into 
marriage become permanent and the true love ends 
in separation is immortalized for the lovers. The 
great poet W.B Yeats was bred from his 
unsuccessful with Maud Gonne who broke the 
poet‟s heart by rejecting the poet to accept him in 
marriage which sharpened the poetic intellect of 
Yeats in disguise. 
Poets are born. So it is very difficult to write poetry 
because it a highly organized form of art, says T.S 
Eliot. People have poetic sensibility but all cannot 
write poetry though poetic inspiration comes to 
them. Only poet has the poetic ability and artistic 
talent to write something what she or he sees 
around and gives a proper shape through their 
words arrangement and management of emotion. 
The poetic talent of person is explored when she or 
he is put in circumstances that hurt more to react 
though writing.   
The paper is designed to analyze the poems of two 
budding Odia poets Debajani Tripathy and 
Jachindra Kumar Rout who struggle with the hard 
realities of life and go through some inner untold 
sufferings. With the help of poetry both of them try 
to escape from the realities of life and wander in 
their poetic world. Debajani lives in the New Jersi 
of USA and Rout lives in Kendraparha, Odisha but 
they experience lack of complacency in their real 
life which their poetry reflects. The problem 
tussled modern age and its atrocities make life 
uncomfortable and charmless. The charmless is 
further aggravated when a poet feels lonely even 
having a lot of relatives and friends around him 
because he or she can not share the inner feelings 
with anyone due to the differences.  Such 
circumstances may be very painful to a common 
man but very much suitable to a poet. The poetic 
talent actually grows in such an atmosphere. The 
western critics are unanimous in the opinion that 
poetry and economy grow better in recession. 
When Debajani Tripathy reacts to the external 
problems of the world severely and feels the 
problems of others inside her, Jachindra Kumar 
Kumar Rout externalizes his internal problems 
through his poetry which the readers find their own 
reflection. Debajani‟s poem „Jahnna Ku Rasta‟ 
(Way to the Moon) narrates the pangs of 
unsuccessful love and its sweet memories which 
keep on tossing the poet‟s mind providing a mixed 
feeling of sweet-bitter relation. The poem “Jahna 
Ku Rasta” is very symbolic and compiled the 
complex feeling of love in the simplest way that 
could be realized in the personal life of the reader. 
Those who suffers from the pangs of love knows 
how the love is more painful than gainful although 
it very much motivating factor for a productive life. 
 The poet should escape from self in order to make 
poetry artistic. Reflection of self in poetry is not 
accepted by T.S. Eliot but here both these young 
Odia poets maintain the artistic trends in their 
poetry despite self portrayal. Self analysis is a 
common form of writing which is universally 
accepted in the era postmodernism. The 
postmodern poet universalizes a problem which he 
faces in real life so the poem becomes a reflection 
mass and a portion of their life. Both Debajani 
Tripathy and Jachindra Kumar Rout deal with the 
love that has not been materialized and such 
despondent love sharpens their poetic intellect what 
happened in case of W.B. Yeats. In “Jahna Ku 
Rasth” the poet leaves a lot of hints to feel the 
pangs of despondent love that hunts her even after 
passing many summers in life but it is really 
difficult to forget that sweet movements which 
come in life like the comet to reminisce for ever 
with suffering. In this poem she writes that the 
shadow attempts to speak. This is very symbolic to 
understand that in the post modern era man is 
within a very mechanical life. 
It is general concept that philosophy clips the 
wings of poetry but both Rout and Debajani 
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combine philosophy and emotion in their writings. 
This curious combination does not hamper the 
sanctity of poetic sprit. For example in his poem 
“My Happy Days” Rout maintains a balance 
“association of sensibility” in which intellect and 
emotion are there in the right proportion. Here 
intellect owes its origin from the philosophy of life 
as defined by the ancient scriptures of India. Rout 
does not define happiness like Thomas Hardy but 
compares it with the shadows of palm trees which 
are much convincing and accurate. In The Mayor of 
Casterbridge Hardy says, “Happiness is an 
occasional episode in the general drama of pain.” 
This philosophy of happiness is a universally truth 
but its interpretation in the poetry of Debajani 
Tripathy and Jachindra Kumar Rout may be 
personal but it has been generalized in their poetry. 
Rout writes, “Happy days, like/ Shadows of/ Palm 
tree. Happy days/ like golden doe. Both Thomas 
Hardy and Jachindra Kumar Rout personalize their 
experience on happiness.Rout interprets happiness 
by similes and metaphors and he also says how 
both men and women get attracted towards it and 
get entangled in the nets to suffer. The metaphor 
“golden doe” is directly taken from The Ramayan 
by which Devi Sita was deceived and demanded to 
Rama to bring it for her. So that the real tragedy 
came for both Rama and Sita after Rama‟s attempt 
to haunt the golden doe which was nothing but a 
problem specially meant for suffering. Rout hints 
through this metaphor that man signs the warrants 
of his own sufferings by running after the golden 
doe. This is meant for the young people who easily 
get themselves ensnared in love and suffer. The 
great poets like Eliot and Yeats mostly take 
metaphors from the Greek legends which both Rout 
and Debajani follow.  
The philosophy Debajani Tripathy interpreted in 
her poetry is spontaneous without any preplanned 
and systematic method. Intellect and emotion 
appear as twins in her poetry which empower the 
theme to arouse the reader to revolt against the 
terrorism and their heinous crime against the 
humanity. The greedy for the women flash keeping 
them in prison for educing is the highest crime 
against them (women) in the twenty first century. 
The terrorist cross all the limits attacking against 
the modesty of the women whom they seduce one 
after another whenever they want. The pain and 
suffering of the tortured women in the hands of the 
terrorists is felt in Debajani Tripathi and she writes 
expressing the exact mental and physical suffering 
as if she herself is the victim. To feel others 
problem inside is the quality of a poet by which the 
poet can write naturally. The description of the 
seduction is very heart rendering. The poet says the 
seducer licks her just like the stone of a ripe mango 
which does not have flesh but the ISISI Jehadi 
ceaselessly goes on put into the mouth throughout 
the night. The Jehadi Muslim women silently sleep 
below the terrorists who keep on inflecting the 
sexual tortures on them throughout the night.  
The passive reaction of the victim is the theme of 
the poem. Her pain and sufferings in the poem 
“Ghodara Tapu Tapu Sabda” is internalized by 
Debajani Tripathy. The poet has an extraordinary 
human quality of feeling the pain of other inside 
her. The ravaged jehadi women in the clutches of 
terrorists have been portrayed accurately. 
Both Debajani and Rout could take the pictures 
inside mind of the modern man. Psychology has its 
natural entry to the poetry and the intertextual 
analysis has its balance in their writings. Debajani 
Tripathy obtained her M.A in psychology so the 
subject perhaps helps to compose poetry portraying 
the human mind. Modern poetry is not meant for 
only aesthetic pleasure rather it is devised to 
acquaint the reader with the problem of the world. 
The modern poet connects the problems of the 
reader with rest of the world and provides an 
accurate picture by which the reader can find 
himself in the society with his position. Poetry 
helps to know the disease of the society and awake 
people to revolt against it. Debajani‟s poetry is like 
that which boils the blood against the terrorists and 
their inhuman act ravaging the women. 
The modern poets do not stick to one subject rather 
their focus of writing varies from time to time due 
to the complexity of the time. As the time fleets 
bringing changes in tastes and tests the readers fall 
in the trap of the time finding the poetry of their 
choice which could tell the tale of their own. The 
poets like Jachindra Kumar Rout and Debajani 
Tripathy unconsciously follow the modern trends. 
For example Rout shifts from one subject to 
another like Debajani without bringing a link from 
one poem to another but he maintains an inner link 
globalizing the problems of despondent love and its 
pangs.  
In his poem “Woriness”, the poet takes the simple 
subject as the theme but it really expresses the 
complicated psychic problems of the parents when 
the child comes late to his home. The parental love 
is expressed in a simple way and in the same way 
the worries of the parents are vividly get reflected 
not finding their children at home in time. The 
parents‟ sibling relationship is not to be measured 
but the depth of love for the children could be 
realized from the worrieness and from the pale 
faces of the parent not finding their children in 
home in time. Little late of the child arriving in the 
home beats the heart. The poet says, “If/ Children 
return home late/ Heart bearing increase”.  
The poets says, “Matured men/ If comes 
late/Makes us-------”The poet leaves it to the 
readers to realized what happens when a husband 
returners home late. His wife is left in the 
bottomless gulf of suspicion and doubt about the 
constancy of her husband‟s love for her. Such fear, 
in the words of the poet, is “Mingle with affection/ 
A mixture of bondage”. The lover is triggered with 
the fear of sensing the danger of stealing of her 
husband in case he returns home late. In Indian the 
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most precious thing of a wife is her husband‟s love. 
She is always afraid of her husband suspecting her 
to be slipped away from her. Rout has given 
enough hints how the wife reacts finding her 
husband coming home late.   
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